Abstract. Confirming about the working point of the permanent magnet is an essential premise in the calculating of permanent magnetic circuit. In this paper, the choosing methods about the working point of the permanent magnet are analyzed overall. The calculating formulas of the optimal calculating are deduced using the conception of magnetic energy density. The conclusions can give some guidance to the permanent magnetic circuit calculating and design. The example of calculating work points of permanent magnet for the typical polarized systems are proposed.
Introduction
With the wide application of permanent magnetic material, the calculating of permanent magnetic circuit is more and more important. The choosing of working point of permanent magnetic is the base of calculating of permanent magnetic circuit. Permanent magnet is working based on remanence of magnetic material, and has much larger coercive force. In the analysis of permanent magnetic circuit, the permanent magnet is corresponding as a magneto-motive force and provides with magnetic resistance. There are two kinds of working states, one kind is that the permanent magnet works at demagnetization curve and magnetic resistance keeps constant , the other is permanent magnet works at reverting line and magnetic resistance is variable [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The optimal calculating of permanent magnet working point can improve the efficiency of magnetic circuit [6] [7] [8] . In this paper, the working points of the two kinds of working state for permanent magnet are analyzed, and some correlative calculating formulae are deduced. The example of calculating work points of permanent magnet and air magnetic flux for the typical polarized systems are proposed.
Optimal calculation of permanent magnet working point
The working point of permanent magnet has connection with technique of magnetization. Because of the lower magneto-conductivity of permanent magnet and the much influence of leakage magnetic flux, the leakage magnetic flux phenomenon must be considered. The permanent magnetic circuit model is shown as Fig.1 . 
Calculating of working point at demagnetization curve
When permanent magnet is magnetized at the state of complete assembly and no demagnetizing effect occurs, the permanent magnet works at demagnetization curve. When working point changes, the leakage magnetic coefficient σ changes slightly and σ can be approximately constant. Then, 
Thus, the slope of line between working point of permanent magnet and coordinate origin is 
Therefore, the conclusion can be achieved: the optimal working point of permanent magnet is point of intersection between the line of coordinate origin and (,) rc ABH − and demagnetization curve when permanent magnet works at demagnetization curve. The conclusion of equation (5) to (7) is denoted as Fig.2 O Fig.2 Permanent magnet works at demagnetization curve Calculating of working point at reverting line In order to keep the working point of permanent magnet from the affected by outside magnetic field, some AC magnetic field is needed to demagnetize a certain extent and make the permanent magnet works at a steady reverting line. Two kinds are classified : one kind is magnetized at the state of assembling partially and its leakage magneto conductivity. is equal to that of assembling completely, namely that **0 σσ µµ = . The other is magnetized at the state of assembling partially and its leakage magneto conductivity. is not equal to that of assembling completely, namely that **0 σσ µµ ≠ . The confirming of working point is determined by the intensity of outside interferential magnetic field , and the working point of permanent magnet should not transfer to demagnetization curve in the instance of intense outside interferential magnetic field. Otherwise, the start point of reverting line will change when outside interferential magnetic field is wiped off and the B value of working point will decrease. 
Equation (18) is similar with (10), the difference is p σ and σ .
Conclusions
The optimal calculating of permanent magnet working point are presented under different working conditions. The calculating equations are applicable to nonlinear demagnetization curve of permanent magnet, such as AlNiCo. Moreover, for the thulium permanent magnet, the calculating method is much simple because of their line demagnetization curve. The example of calculating work points of permanent magnet and air magnetic flux for the typical polarized systems are proposed .
